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case. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit had ruled
that
the copyright
law’s
(202)
628-8410,
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“first sale doctrine” did not apply to copies manufactured abroad. This ruling cast doubt

LIBRARY COPYRIGHT ALLIANCE: COPYRIGHT STILL A BARRIER TO MASS
on a library’s ability to circulate books and other materials manufactured outside of the
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United States. In a 4 to 4 vote, the Supreme Court affirmed the lower court’s judgment

WASHINGTON, DC – The Library Copyright Alliance (LCA) – comprised of the American
Library
Association (ALA), the Association for College & Research Libraries (ACRL) and the
“by an equally divided Court.” This means that the Ninth Circuit’s ruling stands within
Association for Research Libraries (ARL) – made the following statement concerning the recent
decision
by Judge
Chin
settlementonofcourts
the Google
Books
lawsuit:
the Ninth
Circuit,
butinisthe
not proposed
a binding precedent
in the rest
of the
country.
“TheLibraries
decisionmust
makes
thatwhether
copyright
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nowclear
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their purchasing
andsignificant
lending practices
in to libraries
and other partners interested in engaging in mass digitization initiatives. Such initiatives provide
broad,
deep
andSupreme
important
public
access to
cultural
and historical
resources
to users throughout
light
of the
Court’s
decision.
This
memorandum
suggests
that a combination
of
the world. The library community has always supported—and worked long and hard for—
defenses,and
including
section
602(a)(3)(C)
of the Copyright
Act, benefit
the Ninth
Drug
constructive
practical
orphan
works legislation
that would
allCircuit’s
stakeholders.”
Emporium exception, implied license, and fair###
use, allow libraries throughout the country
to continue their existing purchasing and circulation practices with a fair degree of
confidence that they will not infringe copyright by doing so.
I. Background
Section 106(3) of the Copyright Act grants the copyright owner the exclusive
right “to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by …
lending.” 17 U.S.C. § 106(3). However, the first sale doctrine, codified at section 109(a)
of the Copyright Act, terminates the copyright owner’s distribution right in a particular
copy “lawfully made under this title” after the first sale of that copy. 17 U.S.C. § 109(a).
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